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The number of electric vehicles (cars, buses, e-bikes, electric scooters and electric motorcycles) sold in the Nordic countries is currently
increasing quickly. That means that more electricity is used for driving, and also that more of some important metals are being used than
earlier. This report regards the fate of the lithium-ion batteries used in vehicles in the Nordic countries. Currently the “Battery Directive” (EC,
2006) which is a producer’s responsibility directive, is under revision and this study is a knowledge base intended for use by the Nordic
Environmental Protection Agencies for their referral response in the revision process. This report focuses on the aspect of metal resources,
but it does not elaborate on a broader range of environmental impacts, as these were outside the scope of this study.
We have read the stories of those who have "crossed" lines of race and class and culture. But few have written of crossing—completely and
entirely—the gender line. Crossing is the story of Deirdre McCloskey (formerly Donald), once a golden boy of conservative economics and a
child of 1950s and 1960s privilege, and her dramatic and poignant journey to becoming a woman. McCloskey's account of her painstaking
efforts to learn to "be a woman" unearth fundamental questions about gender and identity, and hatreds and anxieties, revealing surprising
answers.
Current and authoritative with many advanced concepts for petroleum geologists, geochemists, geophysicists, or engineers engaged in the
search for or production of crude oil and natural gas, or interested in their habitats and the factors that control them, this book is an excellent
reference. It is recommended without reservation. AAPG Bulletin.
This book focuses on the causes of starvation in general and famines in particular. The traditional analysis of famines is shown to be
fundamentally defective, and the author develops an alternative analysis.
Fossil fuels leaded the 21st century industrial revolution but caused some critical problems such as exhaustion of resources and global
warming. Also, current power plants require too much high cost and long time for establishment and facilities to provide electricity. Thus,
developing new power production systems with environmental friendliness and low-cost is critical global needs. There are some emerging
energy harvesting technologies such as thermoelectric, piezoelectric, and triboelectric nanogenerators, which have great advantages on ecofriendly low-cost materials, simple fabrication, and various operating sources. Since the introduction of various energy harvesting
technologies, many novel designs and applications as power suppliers and physical sensors in the world have been demonstrated based on
their unique advantages. In this Special Issue, we would like to address and share basic approaches, new designs, and industrial applications
related to thermoelectric, piezoelectric, and triboelectric devices which are on-going in Korea. With this Special Issue, we aim to promote
fundamental understanding and to find novel ways to achieve industrial product manufacturing for energy harvesters.
Presenting a comprehensive overview of the design automation algorithms, tools, and methodologies used to design integrated circuits, the
Electronic Design Automation for Integrated Circuits Handbook is available in two volumes. The second volume, EDA for IC Implementation,
Circuit Design, and Process Technology, thoroughly examines real-time logic to GDSII (a file format used to transfer data of semiconductor
physical layout), analog/mixed signal design, physical verification, and technology CAD (TCAD). Chapters contributed by leading experts
authoritatively discuss design for manufacturability at the nanoscale, power supply network design and analysis, design modeling, and much
more. Save on the complete set.
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One of a series of three resource guides concerned with communication, control, and computer access for the disabled or the elderly, the
book focuses on hardware and software. The guide's 13 chapters each cover products with the same primary function. Cross reference
indexes allow access to listings of products by function, input/output feature,and computer model. Switches are listed separately by
input/output features. Typically provided for each product are usually an illustration, the product name, vendor, size, weight, power source,
connector type, cost, and a description. Part I, "Computer Adaptations," presents the following types of items: modifications for standard
keyboards; alternate inputs usable with all software; input devices usable with only some software; input adapters for computers; alternate
display systems usable with all software; Braille printers and tactile display components; speech synthesizers; and other software and
hardware adaptations. Part II, "Application Software for Special Ed and Rehab," includes software for administration and management;
assessment; education, training, and therapy; recreation; and personal tools or aids. Appendixes include a list of additional sources of
information, a glossary, addresses of manufacturers listed with their products, and an alphabetical listing of all products in the 3-book series.
(DB)
This introduction to Laplace transforms and Fourier series is aimed at second year students in applied mathematics. It is unusual in treating
Laplace transforms at a relatively simple level with many examples. Mathematics students do not usually meet this material until later in their
degree course but applied mathematicians and engineers need an early introduction. Suitable as a course text, it will also be of interest to
physicists and engineers as supplementary material.
Take your understanding to a whole new level with Pageburst digital books on VitalSource! Easy-to-use, interactive features let you make
highlights, share notes, run instant topic searches, and so much more. Best of all, with Pageburst, you get flexible online, offline, and mobile
access to all your digital books. The clear, concise, and cutting-edge medical-surgical nursing content in Medical-Surgical Nursing: Concepts
& Practice, 2nd Edition provides the solid foundation you need to pass the NCLEX Examination and succeed as a new nurse. It builds on the
fundamentals of nursing and covers roles, settings, health care trends, all body systems and their disorders, emergency and disaster
management, and mental health nursing. Written by noted authors Susan deWit and Candice Kumagai, Medical-Surgical Nursing reflects
current national LPN/LVN standards with its emphasis on safety as well as complementary and alternative therapies. UNIQUE! LPN Threads
share learning features with Elsevier's other LPN textbooks, providing a consistency across the Elsevier LPN curriculum. Key Terms include
phonetic pronunciations and text page references. Key Points are located at the end of chapters and summarize chapter highlights. Overview
of Anatomy and Physiology at the beginning of each body system chapter provides basic information for understanding the body system and
its disorders. Nursing Process provides a consistent framework for disorders chapters. Evidence-Based Practice is highlighted with special
icons indicating current research. Assignment Considerations boxes address situations in which the charge nurse delegates to the LPN/LVN
or the LPN/LVN assigns tasks to unlicensed assistive personnel. Focused Assessment boxes include information on history taking and
psychosocial assessment, physical assessment, and guidance on how to collect data/information for specific disorders. Elder Care Points
boxes address the unique medical-surgical care issues that affect older adults. Legal and Ethical Considerations boxes focus on specific
disorder-related issues. Safety Alert boxes highlight specific dangers to patients related to medications and clinical care. Clinical Cues
provide guidance and advice related to the application of nursing care. Think Critically About boxes encourage you to synthesize information
and apply concepts beyond the scope of the chapter. Concept Maps in the disorders chapters help you visualize difficult material and
illustrate how a disorder's multiple symptoms, treatments, and side effects relate to each other. Health Promotion boxes address wellness
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and disease prevention, including diet, infection control, and more. Complementary and Alternative Therapies boxes offer information on how
nontraditional treatments for medical-surgical conditions may be used to complement traditional treatment. Cultural Considerations promote
understanding and sensitivity to various ethnic groups. Nutrition Considerations address the need for holistic care and reflect the increased
focus on nutrition in the NCLEX Examination. Patient Teaching boxes provide step-by-step instructions and guidelines for post-hospital care.
Home Care Considerations boxes focus on post-discharge adaptations of medical-surgical nursing care to the home environment. Mental
Health Nursing unit includes information on disorders of anxiety and mood, eating disorders, cognitive disorders, thought and personality
disorders, and substance abuse. Disaster Management content includes material focusing on preparation and mitigation to avoid losses and
reduce the risk of injury associated with both natural and bioterrorist disasters. Nursing Care Plans with Critical Thinking Questions show how
a care plan is developed and how to evaluate care of a patient. Review questions for the NCLEX-PN Examination at the end of each chapter
include alternate-item format questions and help prepare you for class tests and the NCLEX exam. Critical Thinking Activities at the end of
chapters include clinical situations and relevant questions, allowing you to hone your critical thinking skills. UNIQUE! Best Practices are
highlighted to show the latest evidence-based research related to interventions. Online resources listed at the end of each chapter promote
comprehensive patient care based on current national standards and evidence-based practices. UNIQUE! Icons in page margins point to
related animations, video clips, additional content, and related resources on the Evolve site.
This high-yield reference book focuses on the clinical, technical, and pathological aspects of endobronchial ultrasound-guided transbronchial
needle aspiration (EBUS-TBNA). Its reviews cover all aspects of EBUS-TBNA, including the clinical perspective, technical aspects of the
procedure, and cytomorphology of common and uncommon entities, as well as highlights diagnostic challenges. Each chapter features a
multitude of full-color high-resolution images and includes key references to the current literature in the field. Additionally, reference tables
and informative figures highlight the salient points. The book is unique in that it is written by experienced thoracic surgeons, pulmonary
medicine physicians, and cytopathologists who use EBUS-TBNA in a large medical center. This publication is of interest to individuals
learning and practicing cytopathology, in addition to clinicians practicing pulmonary/thoracic medicine or surgery. In short, it provides
important pearls of wisdom to create a comprehensive reference for all physicians involved with EBUS-TBNA.
Head and Neck Surgery and Oncology, by Drs. Jatin P. Shah Snehal G. Patel, and Bhuvanesh Singh, offers you authoritative,
multidisciplinary guidance on the latest diagnostic and multidisciplinary therapeutic approaches for head and neck cancer. With this medical
reference book, you'll have all the help you need to offer your patients the best possible prognoses and to optimally preserve and restore
form and function. Overcome any challenge in head and neck surgery with comprehensive coverage of the scalp, skull base, paranasal
sinuses, oral cavity, pharynx, larynx, cervical lymph nodes, thyroid, salivary glands, and soft tissue and bone tumors - from incidence,
diagnosis, and work up through treatment planning, operative techniques, rehabilitation, and outcomes. Increase your understanding of head
and neck oncology with this completely reorganized edition, presenting a uniform flow of topics, which includes the latest information on
Diagnostic approaches, staging, algorithms for selection of therapy, and outcomes of treatment for head and neck tumors. Offer today's best
treatment options with outcomes of therapy data from the NCDB, institutional data from MSKCC, and evidence-based information Diagnose
patients using the latest advances in radiographic imaging, diagnostic pathology and molecular biology. Take fullest advantage of every
multidisciplinary management approach available including radiation oncology, medical oncology (including targeted therapies), maxillofacial
prosthodontics and dental oncology, surgical procedures for salvage of recurrences after chemoradiation therapy, and rehabilitation
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measures to improve functional outcomes (speech, swallowing, etc.). Understand the nuances of day-to-day practical care of patients with
basic operating room techniques and technology, intraoperative decisions, and post operative care for patients undergoing head and neck
surgery. Know what to look for and how to proceed with sequential operative photographs of each surgical procedure and full-color artwork to
demonstrate anatomical relationships. Particular emphasis is placed on surgical management of patients after chemo-radiotherapy, reflecting
the changing paradigms in head and neck oncology and the special challenges that confront modern day head and neck surgeons. This
comprehensive text will assist in improved survival and preserving and restoring form and function with the surgical treatment of tumors.
The goal of machine learning is to program computers to use example data or past experience to solve a given problem. Many successful
applications of machine learning exist already, including systems that analyze past sales data to predict customer behavior, optimize robot
behavior so that a task can be completed using minimum resources, and extract knowledge from bioinformatics data. Introduction to Machine
Learning is a comprehensive textbook on the subject, covering a broad array of topics not usually included in introductory machine learning
texts. Subjects include supervised learning; Bayesian decision theory; parametric, semi-parametric, and nonparametric methods; multivariate
analysis; hidden Markov models; reinforcement learning; kernel machines; graphical models; Bayesian estimation; and statistical
testing.Machine learning is rapidly becoming a skill that computer science students must master before graduation. The third edition of
Introduction to Machine Learning reflects this shift, with added support for beginners, including selected solutions for exercises and additional
example data sets (with code available online). Other substantial changes include discussions of outlier detection; ranking algorithms for
perceptrons and support vector machines; matrix decomposition and spectral methods; distance estimation; new kernel algorithms; deep
learning in multilayered perceptrons; and the nonparametric approach to Bayesian methods. All learning algorithms are explained so that
students can easily move from the equations in the book to a computer program. The book can be used by both advanced undergraduates
and graduate students. It will also be of interest to professionals who are concerned with the application of machine learning methods.
Combining select chapters from Grigsby's standard-setting The Electric Power Engineering Handbook with several chapters not found in the
original work, Electric Power Substations Engineering became widely popular for its comprehensive, tutorial-style treatment of the theory,
design, analysis, operation, and protection of power substations. For its
This book is aimed at chemistry teachers, teacher educators, chemistry education researchers, and all those who are interested in increasing
the relevance of chemistry teaching and learning as well as students' perception of it. The book consists of 20 chapters. Each chapter
focuses on a certain issue related to the relevance of chemistry education. These chapters are based on a recently suggested model of the
relevance of science education, encompassing individual, societal, and vocational relevance, its present and future implications, as well as its
intrinsic and extrinsic aspects. “Two highly distinguished chemical educators, Ingo Eilks and AviHofstein, have brought together 40
internationally renowned colleagues from 16 countries to offer an authoritative view of chemistry teaching today. Between them, the authors,
in 20 chapters, give an exceptional description of the current state of chemical education and signpost the future in both research and in the
classroom. There is special emphasis on the many attempts to enthuse students with an understanding of the central science, chemistry,
which will be helped by having an appreciation of the role of the science in today’s world. Themes which transcend all education such as
collaborative work, communication skills, attitudes, inquiry learning and teaching, and problem solving are covered in detail and used in the
context of teaching modern chemistry. The book is divided into four parts which describe the individual, the societal, the vocational and
economic, and the non-formal dimensions and the editors bring all the disparate leads into a coherent narrative, that will be highly satisfying
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to experienced and new researchers and to teachers with the daunting task of teaching such an intellectually demanding subject. Just a brief
glance at the index and the references will convince anyone interested in chemical education that this book is well worth studying; it is
scholarly and readable and has tackled the most important issues in chemical education today and in the foreseeable future.” – Professor
David Waddington, Emeritus Professor in Chemistry Education, University of York, United Kingdom
E-Prime®, the software suite of Psychology Software Tools, is used worldwide for designing and running custom psycho logy experiments.
Aimed at students and researchers alike, this timely volume provides a much needed, down-to-earth introduction into the wide range of
experiments that can be set up using E-Prime®. Many tutorials are provided to introduce the beginner and reacquaint the experienced
researcher with constructing experiments typical for the broad field of psychological and cognitive science. Apart from explaining the basic
structure of E-Prime® and describing how it suits daily scientific practice, this book also gently introduces programming via E-Prime's own
language: E-Basic. The authors guide the readers through the software step by step, from an elementary level to an advanced level, enabling
them to benefit from the enormous possibilities E-Prime® provides for experimental design.
This book is the first systematic exposition on the emerging domain of wireless power transfer in ad hoc communication networks. It
selectively spans a coherent, large spectrum of fundamental aspects of wireless power transfer, such as mobility management in the network,
combined wireless power and information transfer, energy flow among network devices, joint activities with wireless power transfer (routing,
data gathering and solar energy harvesting), and safety provisioning through electromagnetic radiation control, as well as fundamental and
novel circuits and technologies enabling the wide application of wireless powering. Comprising a total of 27 chapters, contributed by leading
experts, the content is organized into six thematic sections: technologies, communication, mobility, energy flow, joint operations, and
electromagnetic radiation awareness. It will be valuable for researchers, engineers, educators, and students, and it may also be used as a
supplement to academic courses on algorithmic applications, wireless protocols, distributed computing, and networking.
This book reminds students in junior, senior and graduate level courses in physics, chemistry and engineering of the math they may have
forgotten (or learned imperfectly) that is needed to succeed in science courses. The focus is on math actually used in physics, chemistry, and
engineering, and the approach to mathematics begins with 12 examples of increasing complexity, designed to hone the student's ability to
think in mathematical terms and to apply quantitative methods to scientific problems. Detailed illustrations and links to reference material
online help further comprehension. The second edition features new problems and illustrations and features expanded chapters on matrix
algebra and differential equations. Use of proven pedagogical techniques developed during the author’s 40 years of teaching experience
New practice problems and exercises to enhance comprehension Coverage of fairly advanced topics, including vector and matrix algebra,
partial differential equations, special functions and complex variables
Here in one easy-to-understand volume are the statistical procedures and techniques the agricultural researcher needs to know in order to
design, implement, analyze, and interpret the results of most experiments with crops. Designed specifically for the non-statistician, this
valuable guide focuses on the practical problems of the field researcher. Throughout, it emphasizes the use of statistics as a tool of
research—one that will help pinpoint research problems and select remedial measures. Whenever possible, mathematical formulations and
statistical jargon are avoided. Originally published by the International Rice Research Institute, this widely respected guide has been totally
updated and much expanded in this Second Edition. It now features new chapters on the analysis of multi-observation data and experiments
conducted over time and space. Also included is a chapter on experiments in farmers' fields, a subject of major concern in developing
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countries where agricultural research is commonly conducted outside experiment stations. Statistical Procedures for Agricultural Research,
Second Edition will prove equally useful to students and professional researchers in all agricultural and biological disciplines. A wealth of
examples of actual experiments help readers to choose the statistical method best suited for their needs, and enable even the most
complicated procedures to be easily understood and directly applied. An International Rice Research Institute Book
Develop your grade 7 students sentence editing, punctuation, grammar, vocabulary, word study, and reference skills using 180 focused 10to 15-minute daily activities.
This text is for a one semester graduate course in statistical theory and covers minimal and complete sufficient statistics, maximum likelihood
estimators, method of moments, bias and mean square error, uniform minimum variance estimators and the Cramer-Rao lower bound, an
introduction to large sample theory, likelihood ratio tests and uniformly most powerful tests and the Neyman Pearson Lemma. A major goal of
this text is to make these topics much more accessible to students by using the theory of exponential families. Exponential families, indicator
functions and the support of the distribution are used throughout the text to simplify the theory. More than 50 ``brand name" distributions are
used to illustrate the theory with many examples of exponential families, maximum likelihood estimators and uniformly minimum variance
unbiased estimators. There are many homework problems with over 30 pages of solutions.
The distribution of elements in the cosmos is the result of many processes, and it provides a powerful tool to study the Big Bang, the density
of baryonic matter, nucleosynthesis and the formation and evolution of stars and galaxies. Covering many exciting topics in astrophysics and
cosmology, this textbook, by a pioneer of the field, provides a lucid and wide-ranging introduction to the interdisciplinary subject of galactic
chemical evolution for advanced undergraduates and graduate students. It is also an authoritative overview for researchers and professional
scientists. This new edition includes results from recent space missions and new material on abundances from stellar populations, nebular
analysis, and meteoric isotopic anomalies, and abundance analysis of X-ray gas. Simple derivations for key results are provided, together
with problems and helpful solution hints, enabling the student to develop an understanding of results from numerical models and real
observations.
"When a story captures the imagination of millions, that's magic. Can you qualify magic? Archer and Jockers just may have done so."—Sylvia
Day, New York Times bestselling author Ask most people about massive success in the world of fiction, and you’ll typically hear that it’s a
game of hazy crystal balls. The sales figures of E. L. James or Dan Brown seem to be freakish—random occurrences in an unknowable
market. But what if there were an algorithm that could reveal a secret DNA of bestsellers, regardless of their genre? What if it knew, just from
analyzing the words alone, not just why genre writers like John Grisham and Danielle Steel belong on the lists, but also that authors such as
Junot Diaz, Jodi Picoult, and Donna Tartt had telltale signs of success all over their pages? Thanks to Jodie Archer and Matthew Jockers, the
algorithm exists, the code has been cracked, and the results bring fresh new insights into how fiction works and why we read. The Bestseller
Code offers a new theory for why Fifty Shades of Grey sold so well. It sheds light on the current craze for dark heroines. It reveals which
themes tend to sell best. And all with fascinating supporting data taken from a five-year study of twenty thousand novels. Then there is the
hunt for "the one"—the paradigmatic example of bestselling writing according to a computer's analysis of thousands of points of data. The
result is surprising, a bit ironic, and delightfully unorthodox. This book explains groundbreaking text-mining research in accessible terms and
offers a new perspective on the New York Times bestseller list. It's a big-idea book about the relationship between creativity and technology
that will be provocative to anyone interested in how analytics have already transformed the worlds of finance, medicine, and sports. But at
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heart it is a celebration of books for readers and writers—a compelling investigation into how successful writing works, and a fresh take on our
intellectual and emotional response to stories.
A multidisciplinary index covering the journal literature of the arts and humanities. It fully covers 1,144 of the world's leading arts and
humanities journals, and it indexes individually selected, relevant items from over 6,800 major science and social science journals.
Developed from celebrated Harvard statistics lectures, Introduction to Probability provides essential language and tools for understanding
statistics, randomness, and uncertainty. The book explores a wide variety of applications and examples, ranging from coincidences and
paradoxes to Google PageRank and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Additional application areas explored include genetics, medicine,
computer science, and information theory. The authors present the material in an accessible style and motivate concepts using real-world
examples. Throughout, they use stories to uncover connections between the fundamental distributions in statistics and conditioning to reduce
complicated problems to manageable pieces. The book includes many intuitive explanations, diagrams, and practice problems. Each chapter
ends with a section showing how to perform relevant simulations and calculations in R, a free statistical software environment. The second
edition adds many new examples, exercises, and explanations, to deepen understanding of the ideas, clarify subtle concepts, and respond to
feedback from many students and readers. New supplementary online resources have been developed, including animations and interactive
visualizations, and the book has been updated to dovetail with these resources. Supplementary material is available on Joseph Blitzstein’s
website www. stat110.net. The supplements include: Solutions to selected exercises Additional practice problems Handouts including review
material and sample exams Animations and interactive visualizations created in connection with the edX online version of Stat 110. Links to
lecture videos available on ITunes U and YouTube There is also a complete instructor's solutions manual available to instructors who require
the book for a course.
Get 1,500 Exam-Style Questions and Answers to Help You Pass the Journeyman and Master Electrician Exams on the First Try! Turn to the
Electrician's Exam Study Guide for the knowledge, practice, and confidence needed to pass the Journeyman and Master Electrician exams
with flying colors. This practical resource contains 1,500 questions_presented in the same format used on the actual exam_plus accurate
answers to all questions. The book also includes references to the National Electrical Code®, with extensive illustrations to help you gain full
insight into the Code®. Filled with extensive tables and examples, this on-target guide presents a wealth of information on general definitions
and requirements for installations...wiring methods...equipment... product safety standards... administration and enforcement...and much
more. The Electrician's Exam Study Guide features: 1,500 exam-style multiple choice and true/false questions and answers NEC® tables and
detailed illustrations that help clarify complicated Code® and show how to use local codebooks to solve exam questions National Electrician
Code® references Inside This Career-Building Study Tool for Electricians • General Definitions and Requirements for Installations • Wiring
and Protection • Wiring Methods • Equipment for General Use • Special Occupancies • Special Equipment • Special Conditions •
Communications Systems • Tables Explained • Appendices: Product Safety Standards, Ampacities, Conduit and Tubing Tables for
Conductors and Fixtures, Examples, Types of Construction, Cross-References from Previous Codes®, Administration and Enforcement
Fishing vessels can be equipped with energy efficient refrigeration technology applying natural working fluids. Ammonia refrigeration systems
have been the first choice, but CO2 units have also become increasingly common in the maritime sector in the last few years. When
retrofitting or implementing CO2 refrigeration plants, less space on board is required and such units allow good service and maintenance.
Nowadays, cruise ship owners prefer CO2 units for the provision refrigeration plants.Ship owners, responsible for the health and safety of the
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crew and passengers, must carefully evaluate the usage of flammable low GWP working fluids, due to a high risk that toxic decomposition
products are formed, even without the presence of an open flame. Suggestions for further work include a Nordic Technology Hub for global
marine refrigeration R&D and development support for key components.
Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) has been in clinical use for some 40 years, but it is only in the past decade that its
application in the treatment of life-threatening circulatory and respiratory failure has truly flourished. This book presents a comprehensive
overview of both pathophysiological and practical aspects of circulatory and respiratory extracorporeal support. The basics of ECMO,
including its history, the “ECMO team”, cannulation, materials, and blood-surface interactions, are first discussed. The various indications for
and particular characteristics of circulatory and respiratory extracorporeal life support are then described in detail in the main part of the book.
Patient care during ECMO and monitoring of the ECMO patient are also carefully covered, with explanation of the management of technical
and clinical complications and transport-related problems. Further topics include long-term therapy options beyond ECMO, such as
ventricular assist devices and transplants, outcome, the new frontiers of ECMO for organ procurement and future challenges. The authors are
well-known experts in the field whose authoritative contributions and attention to practical aspects will be invaluable for novices and
experienced practitioners alike.
The second edition of a bestselling textbook, Using R for Introductory Statistics guides students through the basics of R, helping them
overcome the sometimes steep learning curve. The author does this by breaking the material down into small, task-oriented steps. The
second edition maintains the features that made the first edition so popular, while updating data, examples, and changes to R in line with the
current version. See What’s New in the Second Edition: Increased emphasis on more idiomatic R provides a grounding in the functionality of
base R. Discussions of the use of RStudio helps new R users avoid as many pitfalls as possible. Use of knitr package makes code easier to
read and therefore easier to reason about. Additional information on computer-intensive approaches motivates the traditional approach.
Updated examples and data make the information current and topical. The book has an accompanying package, UsingR, available from
CRAN, R’s repository of user-contributed packages. The package contains the data sets mentioned in the text (data(package="UsingR")),
answers to selected problems (answers()), a few demonstrations (demo()), the errata (errata()), and sample code from the text. The topics of
this text line up closely with traditional teaching progression; however, the book also highlights computer-intensive approaches to motivate
the more traditional approach. The authors emphasize realistic data and examples and rely on visualization techniques to gather insight.
They introduce statistics and R seamlessly, giving students the tools they need to use R and the information they need to navigate the
sometimes complex world of statistical computing.
An expert refresher for the practicing audiologist and speech pathologist, as well as a comprehensive core text in audiology, this book serves
several purposes. It provides a broad overview and firm understanding of the concepts that will lead to further training and clinical practice. It
also details the information needed to conduct audiological services and make interpretation and referrals.
One of the basic insights of the book is that there is a notion of non-relational linguistic representation which can fruitfully be employed in a
systematic approach to literary fiction. This notion allows us to develop an improved understanding of the ontological nature of fictional
entities. A related insight is that the customary distinction between extra-fictional and intra-fictional contexts has only a secondary theoretical
importance. This distinction plays a central role in nearly all contemporary theories of literary fiction. There is a tendency among researchers
to take it as obvious that the contrast between these two types of contexts is crucial for understanding the boundary that divides fiction from
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non-fiction. Seen from the perspective of non-relational representation, the key question is rather how representational networks come into
being and how consumers of literary texts can, and do, engage with these networks. As a whole, the book provides, for the first time, a
comprehensive artefactualist account of the nature of fictional entities.
Covering the fundamentals of electrical technology and using these to introduce the application of electrical and electronic systems, this text
had been updated to include recent developments in technology. It avoids unnecessary mathematics and features improved teaching aids,
including: worked examples; updated and graded review questions; colour diagrams and chapter summaries. It is designed for use by
students on NC, HNC and HND courses in electrical and electronic engineering.
This Book Covers A Wide Range Of Topics In Statistics With Conceptual Analysis, Mathematical Formulas And Adequate Details In QuestionAnswer Form. It Furnishes A Comprehensive Overview Of Statistics In A Lucid Manner. The Book Provides Ready-Made Material For All
Inquisitive Minds To Help Them Prepare For Any Traditional Or Internal Grading System Examination, Competitions, Interviews, Viva-Voce
And Applied Statistics Courses. One Will Not Have To Run From Pillar To Post For Guidance In Statistics. The Answers Are SelfExplanatory. For Objective Type Questions, At Many Places, The Answers Are Given With Proper Hints. Fill-In-The-Blanks Given In Each
Chapter Will Enable The Readers To Revise Their Knowledge In A Short Span Of Time. An Adequate Number Of Multiple-Choice Questions
Inculcate A Deep Understanding Of The Concepts. The Book Also Provides A Good Number Of Numerical Problems, Each Of Which
Requires Fresh Thinking For Its Solution. It Will Also Facilitate The Teachers To A Great Extent In Teaching A Large Number Of Courses, As
One Will Get A Plethora Of Matter At One Place About Any Topic In A Systematic And Logical Manner. The Book Can Also Serve As An
Exhaustive Text.

As network science and technology continues to gain popularity, it becomes imperative to develop procedures to
examine emergent network domains, as well as classical networks, to help ensure their overall optimization. Advanced
Methods for Complex Network Analysis features the latest research on the algorithms and analysis measures being
employed in the field of network science. Highlighting the application of graph models, advanced computation, and
analytical procedures, this publication is a pivotal resource for students, faculty, industry practitioners, and business
professionals interested in theoretical concepts and current developments in network domains.
Drawing Futures brings together international designers and artists for speculations in contemporary drawing for art and
architecture.Despite numerous developments in technological manufacture and computational design that provide new
grounds for designers, the act of drawing still plays a central role as a vehicle for speculation. There is a rich and long
history of drawing tied to innovations in technology as well as to revolutions in our philosophical understanding of the
world. In reflection of a society now underpinned by computational networks and interfaces allowing hitherto
unprecedented views of the world, the changing status of the drawing and its representation as a political act demands a
platform for reflection and innovation. Drawing Futures will present a compendium of projects, writings and interviews that
critically reassess the act of drawing and where its future may lie.Drawing Futures focuses on the discussion of how the
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field of drawing may expand synchronously alongside technological and computational developments. The book
coincides with an international conference of the same name, taking place at The Bartlett School of Architecture, UCL, in
November 2016. Bringing together practitioners from many creative fields, the book discusses how drawing is changing
in relation to new technologies for the production and dissemination of ideas.
Developed from celebrated Harvard statistics lectures, Introduction to Probability provides essential language and tools
for understanding statistics, randomness, and uncertainty. The book explores a wide variety of applications and
examples, ranging from coincidences and paradoxes to Google PageRank and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
Additional
Ramp up the tension and keep your readers hooked! Inside you'll find everything you need to know to spice up your
story, move your plot forward, and keep your readers turning pages. Expert thriller author and writing instructor James
Scott Bell shows you how to craft scenes, create characters, and develop storylines that harness conflict and suspense
to carry your story from the first word to the last. Learn from examples of successful novels and movies as you transform
your work from ho-hum to high-tension. • Pack the beginning, middle, and end of your book with the right amount of
conflict. • Tap into the suspenseful power of each character's inner conflict. • Build conflict into your story's point of view.
• Balance subplots, flashbacks, and backstory to keep your story moving forward. • Maximize the tension in your
characters' dialogue. • Amp up the suspense when you revise. Conflict & Suspense offers proven techniques that help
you craft fiction your readers won't be able to put down.
Our ability to attribute mental states to others ("to mentalize") has been the subject of philosophical and psychological
studies for a very long time, yet the role of language acquisition in the development of our mentalizing abilities has been
largely understudied. This book addresses this gap in the philosophical literature. The book presents an account of how
false belief reasoning is impacted by language acquisition, and it does so by placing it in the larger context of the issue,
how language impacts cognition in general. The work provides the reader with detailed and critical literature reviews, and
draws on them to argue that language acquisition helps false belief reasoning by boosting the ability to create schemata
that facilitate processing of information in some social contexts. According to this framework, it is a combination of
syntactic clues and cultural narratives that helps the child to solve the classic false belief task. The book provides a novel,
original account of how language helps false belief reasoning, while also giving the reader a broad, precise and welldocumented picture of the debate around some of the most fundamental issues in social cognition.
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